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 → Fresh roasted coffee from carefully selected coffee beans.
 → Coffee beans are roasted in a local roaster, with great attention to quality and taste.
 → Perfect for espresso and coffee served with milk (cappuccino, latte). The coffee can be brewed in 

espresso machines, pour-over coffee makers and in a classic way.

BRASILIA

Coffee beans of the highest quality Brazilian Arabica (100%). Thanks to its mild, har-
monious and balanced taste, it is excellent at any time of the day. This exceptional 
coffee with aromatic sweet taste and slight hints of nuts and chocolate is appreciated 
by even the most demanding coffee lovers.

Origin - Brazil
Type - 100% Arabica (Brasilia Santos)
Roast profile – medium
Aroma - sweet
Flavour - chocolate and nuts
Acidity – medium

NAPOLI

Dark roasted Arabica beans (100%) are preferred particularly in southern Europe co-
untries. The coffee is characterized by strong taste and intense aroma of hot choco-
late. It has an exceptional aromatic taste of cocoa, dark chocolate and nuts. Perfect 
base for coffee served with a large amount of sugar and milk e.g. latte. 

Origin - Brazil
Type - 100% Arabica (Brasilia Santos)
Roast profile - dark
Aroma - intense, dark chocolate
Flavour - cocoa, dark chocolate and nuts
Acidity – low

AMSTERDAM

By mixing high-quality Arabica coffee beans (40%) with Indian Robusta (60%), the bit-
terness of Robusta is softened and enriched. This coffee is characterized by intense 
taste and aroma. It has higher caffeine content, which makes it perfect for early-mor-
ning espresso.
Exceptional coffee with prevailing nutty and chocolate flavour accompanied by noti-
ceable bitterness. Perfect for espresso and coffee served with milk (cappuccino, latte).

Origin - Brazil, Ethiopia, India
Type - 60% Robusta (India Cherry) and 40% Arabica (Brasilia Santos and Ethiopia 
Djimmah)
Roast profile – medium
Aroma - delicate with slight hints of roasted nuts
Flavour - chocolate and nuts, light citrus overtones
Acidity – low

272112 ground coffee 250 g

272114 ground coffee 250 g

272113 ground coffee 250 g

272100 whole bean coffee 1 kg

272102 whole bean coffee 1 kg

272101 whole bean coffee 1 kg
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KOPI LUWAK

It is the best, the most expensive and the rarest coffee in the world, highly 
valued by coffee connoisseurs. It is imported directly from Indonesia and ro-
asted in a local roasting house. Our coffee is 100% original with coffee beans 
gathered in the wild.

Origin – Sumatra, Indonesia
Type - 100% Arabica 
Roast profile - medium
Acidity – low

 272115 whole bean coffee 100 g
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= 500 sheets = 800 sheets

Synthetic materials used in production

Lever Arch File
It occupies fixed space, which means that „air” is often stored

File zero max
It occupies the exact space taken up by the stored documents

STOP WASTING SPACE

Made of recycled materials

To make it easier to turn the pages and
read the document, allow some leeway
on the poly-prongs when setting the
yellow finger grip.

PLUS Stationery Corporation
Japan

Attention:
Please mind your fingers when removing the PP parts.

To hold more than 800 sheets, release the hooks
in the center on the backside on which the
poly-prongs are set, and move poly-prongs in the
oppostite direction to the binding margin.

A. Follow the 2 steps below for detaching the fastener from the file
1. Detach the fastener from the protrusions by inserting a coin between the fastener
and the paper cover underneath.
2. Detach the fastener from middle protrusions by inserting your fingers
beneath the fastener and pull it upwards.
B. For detaching the poly-prongs, simply pull out the hook portion in the direction as
illustrated.

Pull up the yellow finger
grip open.

The number imprinted on
the poly-prongs roughly indicates
where you should fold
the spine.

Expand the spine according to the number of
sheets, then load the sheets in place.

Insert the poly-prongs into the fastener side.
Now simply push down the yellow finger grip to lock.

UP TO 
800 

SHEETSHigh Capacity Expandable File

HOW TO EXPAND

poly-prongs

ECONOMY

SPACE SAVING

ECOLOGY

5500 kartek 5500 kartek
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max 10 cm
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10

INNOVATIVE PRODUCT

205111  gray
205112  blue
205113  green

Expandable folder with poly-prongs. A modern alternative to traditional lever arch files. 
It stores up to 800 sheets of paper (twice as much as a standard lever arch file).
The Zero Max system, with its expandable spine, can adjust it’s volume depending
on the number of documents inside. In case of storing few sheets, the file keeps its
narrow spine, i.e. does not create „dead space”. Made of recycled materials. Suitable 
for storing documents in sheet protectors. 
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standard lever arch file ZERO MAX 5500 sheets of paper before 5500 sheets of paper now

made of recycled materials perfect for recycling

ZERO MAX expanding folder
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expanding file with dividers 5540

expanding file with dividers 5580

 → A4 size
 → elastic band fastener
 → 12 dividers with tabs
 → made of PP

110575  red
110576  green
110577  blue
110578  yellow

110387  black
110388  white
110389  red
110390  blue

 → A4 size
 → elastic band fastener
 → 12 dividers with tabs
 → made of PP

 → A4 size
 → elastic band fastener
 → 12 dividers with tabs and a window to see the content
 → made of strong PP110402  mint

110403  yellow
110541  black
110542  red
110543  navy blue

expanding file with dividers 5590
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96

24
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expanding file with dividers Venus

expanding file with dividers 5570

expanding files with dividers

110501  white
009266  black
009267  blue
009268  pink
009435  orange
009392  lime green
110781  mint

 → A4 size
 → 7 dividers with tabs
 → with pen loop and name card holder
 → A4 notebook inside
 → 750 mic PP cover with a clear window
 → elastic band fastener

6 dividers 5566
elastic band fastener

A6 size

110574  blue

009476  black
009477  red
009478  blue
009479  green

 → expanding files for A4 size documents
 → dividers with tabs
 → made of strong PP

009105  gray
009106  blue

 → A4 size
 → 12 dividers with tabs 
 → clip lock mechanism
 → with a handle

 → 12 dividers for bills

007541  black
007540  red
007538  blue
007539  green

12 dividers 5888
elastic band fastener

 → A4 size
 → elastic band fastener
 → 12 dividers with tabs
 → made of PP

110652 blue-grey
110653 lime green

multifunction expanding file bag
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 → file bag with 11-hole perforation designed to fit into 
each lever arch file

 → A4 size
 → made of strong PP material
 → with press-stud closure
 → envelope-shaped
 → suitable for documents and small accessories

 → A4 size
 → made of strong PP material
 → with press-stud closure
 → envelope-shaped
 → suitable for documents and small accessories

009146  transparent
110544  red
110545  blue
110546  orange
110547  green

envelope pocket 5530 envelope pocket with perforation

 → made of PP
 → transparent front cover, colored back cover
 → special and long-lasting archive mechanism
 → holds up to 100 sheets of paper

007530  transparent
007531  blue
007532  green
007534  yellow
007535  pink

110405  blue
110548  black
110549  red
110550  green
110551  yellow

 → A4 size
 → transparent front cover, colored back cover
 → equipped with removable spine labels

 → rounded corners, metal clips
 → available with 11-hole perforation or without 

holes

without holes
009006  black
009007  blue
009008  red
009009  green
009010  yellow
110371  navy blue
110372  gray
110373  bright green
110374  orange
110375  violet
110376  pink 

with 11 holes
009011  black
009012  blue
009013  red
009014  green
009015  yellow
110377  navy blue
110378  gray
110379  bright green
110380  orange
110381  violet
110382  pink

without holes
110461  black
110462  red
110463  blue
110464  green
110465  yellow

with 11 holes
110466  black
110467  red
110468  blue
110469  green
110470  yellow

soft report files

Economy
Lux 210 mic

 → A4 size
 → rounded corners
 → die-cut facilities opening
 → 150 mic PP material
 → package includes 25 pcs.

007214

report file 4410 L-shape folder
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120

1200

12

300

720

12

180

white action files

paper action file with fastener

PP action file with fastener

A5 A4

Handy pouch made of durable material with a zipper closure. It may be used as a toiletry 
bag or as a bag for small accessories and documents. The pouch 009703 has a small net 
pocket with a zipper at the front. Especially useful when travelling.

 → strong transparent PVC material 180 mic
 → slider zipper protects content from dirt and moisture
 → A4 and A5 size

009076 - A4   009147 - A5

 → A4 size
 → strong PP material 450 mic
 → 3 flaps prevent smaller documents from falling out

009082  black
009083  red
009084  blue
009085  green
009086  yellow

 → A4 size
 → made of 300g cardboard
 → 3 flaps prevent smaller documents from falling out

 → A4 size, made of 300g cardboard
 → with rubber fastener
 → 3 flaps prevent smaller documents from falling out

110596

 → A4 size, made of 250g cardboard
 → with fabric fastener
 → 3 flaps prevent smaller documents from falling 

out

110595

009077  black
009078  red
009079  blue
009080  green
009081  yellow

zipper bag

zipper pouches

110497 110499009703
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sheet protectors

lever arch files ring binders 2200

Index Name Thickness Pack. Packing

ORANGE PEEL

009032 A4 a’100 30 mic 1/20 plastic bag

009234 A4 a’100 40 mic 1/20 plastic bag

110039 A4 a’100 45 mic 1/20 plastic bag

110274 A4 a’100 50 mic 1/20 plastic bag

009145 A4 with a flap a’10  100 mic 1/88 plastic bag

009843 for CD/DVD a’10 100 mic 1/200 plastic bag

110651 A5 a’100 50 mic 1/20 plastic bag

ORANGE PEEL MAXI

110426 a’50 MAXI 240 x 305 mm 90 mic 1/20 plastic bag

110033  a’25 MAXI 240 x 305 mm 100 mic 1/20 plastic bag

Index Name Thickness Pack. Packing

CRYSTAL CLEAR

009607 A4  a’100 40 mic 1/20 plastic bag

009235 A4  a’100 40 mic 1/10 carton box

009745 A4 a’100 45 mic 1/20 plastic bag

110040 A4 a’100 50 mic 1/20 plastic bag

009606 A4 a’100 55 mic 1/20 plastic bag

009031 A4 a’100 55 mic 1/10 carton box

009746 A4 a’100 75 mic 1/10 plastic bag

110051 A4 a’100 80 mic 1/10 plastic bag

110754 A5 a’100 50 mic 1/20 plastic bag

CRYSTAL CLEAR MAXI

110384 a’50, MAXI 240 x 305 mm 90 mic 1/20 plastic bag

110208 a’50, MAXI 240 x 305 mm 100 mic 1/20 plastic bag

110044 a’25, MAXI 238 x 305 mm 120 mic 1/16 plastic bag

110043 a’10, MAXI 238 x 334 mm, with a flap 100 mic 1/50 plastic bag

CRYSTAL CLEAR EXTRA WIDE

110776
a’10, extra wide with a flap,

for catalogues
170 mic 1/50 plastic bag

110775 a’10, extra wide, for catalogues 170 mic 1/50 plastic bag

CRYSTAL CLEAR EXTRA WIDE PVC

009727  a’10, extra wide, for catalogues 170 mic 1/40 plastic bag

009842
a’10, extra wide with a flap,

for catalogues
170 mic 1/40 plastic bag

size: A4 x 75 mm
009001  black
009002  red
009003  blue
009004  green
009005  yellow

110556  red
110557  blue
110558  green
110559  yellow

size: A4 x 50 mm
009211  black
009212  red
009213  blue
009214  green
009215  yellow

 → width 75 mm or 50 mm
 → laminated white paper inner coating
 → outer side coated with PVC film
 → removable, reversible spine label
 → metal edged corners
 → finger ring in the spine for easy removal from shelves
 → front cover locking which blocks the cover after the closure
 → A4 size

 → made of strong PP
 → 2-ring mechanism
 → extra pocket inside
 → cover width: 1 mm
 → spine width: 35 mm

 → made of PP or PVC
 → equipped with standard euro perforation designed to fit into each lever arch 

file or soft report file.
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paper dividers with laminated tabs

paper dividers cardboard dividers 1/3 A4

PP dividers 

009136 009401009400 009402 009263

 → A4 size with a standard 11 holes perforation designed to fit into all lever arch files

Index Symbol Spec. Packing

009400 PP5 1-5 1/300/600

009401 PP10 1-10 1/100/200

009402 PP12 1-12 1/100/200

110833 PP20 1-20 1/100/200

009136 PP A-Z A-Z 1/25

009263 PP31 1-31 1/25

009130 960139 009131 009132 

009397 009398 009399

 → size 110 x 240 mm
 → made of eco-friendly 200g cardboard, punched 

spine designed to fit into all lever arch files
 → package includes 100 pcs

Index Symbol Spec. Packing

009397 K5 1-5 1/400

009398 K10 1-10 1/200

009399 K12 1-12 1/200

110832 K20 1-20 1/200

Index Symbol Spec. Packing

009130 LP-5 1-5 1/80/160

960139 LP-10 1-10 1/40/80

009131 LP-12 1-12 1/40/80

009132 LP-AZ A-Z 1/40/80

009445  red
009446  blue
009630  green
009448  yellow
009447  orange
009783     assorted colors

 → made of rigid, crack-resistant ABS 
material

 → A4 size, with 2 spine labels
 → finger ring in the spine for easy removal 

from shelves
 → width: 90 mm

007220  black
110581  blue
110582  gray

magazine holders

magazine file racks PVC

110204  black
110205  red
110206  blue
110207  green

 → for newspapers, catalogues, documents in A4 size
 → coated with PVC film
 → with 2 spine labels
 → width: 90 mm
 → delivered folded, easy to assemble

11
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archive boxes A4

box IDEA

folder with fastener A4 cardboard magazine file rack

 → designed for storing documents
 → made of acid-free three-ply corrugated cardboard
 → strong construction ensures long-term protection of the content
 → equipped with descriptive sides and comfortable hand holes for easy handling
 → manufactured in FSC®-certified factory that uses renewable raw materials

storage box

 → designed for storing and carrying documents and other items
 → comfortable hand holes for easy handling
 → foldable, made of PP
 → dimensions: 440 x 295 x 200 mm

110816

Index Symbol Type
Dimensions  

(L x W x H) (mm)

Compatibility with 

storage boxes
Packing

110586 1080 A4/80 mm 264 x 80 x 323 110588 50/1950

110587 1100 A4/100 mm 264 x 100 x 323 110588 50/1300

110698 1105 A4/105 mm 265 x 105 x 350 110699 50/1300

110787 1110
MAXI, A4/100 mm, for lever 

arch files
340 x 297 x 100 110786 50/1260

110788 1180
MAXI, A4/80 mm, for lever 

arch files
340 x 297 x 80 110786 50/1260

storage boxes 

 → designed for storing and carrying A4 documents
 → compact size
 → dimensions 250 x 340 x 260 mm
 → made of cardboard 360 g/m 2
 → max box capacity up to 20 kg

110750

 → designed for storing newspapers, catalogues and docu-
ments in A4 size

 → hole in the spine for easy removal from shelves
 → made of one side coated white cardboard 330 g/m2

 → corrugation type: E
 → dimensions: 350 x 270 x 70 mm

 → designed for storing newspapers and documents in A4 size
 → hole in the spine for easy removal from shelves
 → made of one side coated white cardboard 330 g/m2

 → corrugation type: E
 → foldable, easy to assemble

110736
dimensions: 320 x 255 x 80 mm

110737
dimensions: 320 x 255 x 100 mm

Index Symbol Additional information
Dimensions  

(L x W x H) (mm)
Capacity Packing

110588 2100
triple wall, double bottom, 

integrated lid
431 x 333 x 294 

4 x A4 100 mm (110587)

5 x A4 80 mm (110586)

5 x lever arch file 75 mm

7 x lever arch file 50 mm

30/650

110696 2120

triple wall, double bottom, inte-

grated lid, HD carton thickness 

420 gsm

431 x 333 x 294 

4 x A4 100 mm (110587)

5 x A4 80 mm (110586)

5 x lever arch file 75 mm

7 x lever arch file 50 mm

30/650

110699 2105
double wall, double bottom, 

removable lid
480 x 370 x 280 4 x A4 105 mm (110698) 25/550

110786 2110
triple wall, double bottom, 

removable lid
545 x 363 x 317

6 x A4 80 mm MAXI (110788)

5 x A4 100 mm MAXI (110787)
25/450

110735

boxes A4

storage box 
with integrated lid

storage box 
with removable lid
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 → A4 size
 → made of polypropylene with high transparency sheet protectors, used for document presentation
 → spine labels
 → capacity: 10 to 100 sheet protectors

Index Size Packing

020155 10 sheet protectors 50/200

020156 20 sheet protectors 40/160

020157 30 sheet protectors 30/120

020158 40 sheet protectors 25/100

020159 60 sheet protectors 20/80

020160 80 sheet protectors 15/60

020161 100 sheet protectors 6/24

plastic clipboard

display books

 → made of strong and resistant plastic material.
 → transparent plastic in two colors: smoked and 

blue
 → rounded corners
 → left side: 25 cm ruler with millimeter scale
 → right side: 10” ruler with 1/10” scale
 → metal clip with rubbered corners
 → hanging hole

007552 

plastic clipboard with calculator

 → useful A4 clipboard with 
8-digit calculator on a clip

 → dual-powered calculator 
with solar power and 
button cell battery

 → equipped with basic 
functions: %, M+, =/-

 → one side covered with 
5 cm ruler without digits

 → comfortable clip, conta-
ining hanging hook and 
ballpoint loop

007239 

clipboards

with cover without cover

 → strong cardboard covered with PVC
 → strong clip with a spring mechanism
 → A4 and A5 size
 → available with or without cover
 → clipboard with cover equipped with a pen loop and a 

transparent pocket inside
 → different colors available

Index Size Color Packing

009449 A4 black 1/40/160

009450 A4 red 1/40/160

009087 A4 blue 1/40/160

009451 A4 green 1/40/160

009964 A4 white 1/40/160

009452 A4 with cover black 1/40/80

009453 A4 with cover red 1/40/80

009088 A4 with cover blue 1/40/80

009454 A4 with cover green 1/40/80

009973 A4 with cover white 1/40/80

009561 A5 black 1/100

009562 A5 red 1/100

009563 A5 blue 1/100

009564 A5 green 1/100

009565 A5 with cover black 1/50/100

009566 A5 with cover red 1/50/100

009567 A5 with cover blue 1/50/100

009568 A5 with cover green 1/50/100

signature book Autograph

 → for organizing and storing documents to be signed
 → sturdy hard cover made of PVC
 → salmon-colored pages inside
 → 10 or 20 inner dividers
 → bottom tabs for easier turning of pages
 → special holes in the dividers for quick and easy identification of content

110794 10 dividers

110795 20 dividers
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carbon copy paper

laminating pouches

leather-grain binding covers

Laminating pouches protect documents from dirt, moisture and mechanical damages. They provide 
documents with greater durability and rigidity

 → anti-static
 → glossy
 → package includes 100 pcs

Index Thickness Size (mm) Packing

008637 80 mic A5 (154 x 216) 20

009265 125 mic A5 (154 x 216) 20

009250 125 mic A4 (216 x 303) 10

008644 80 mic A4 (216 x 303) 10

008645 100 mic A4 (216 x 303) 10

008652 100 mic A3 (303 x 426) 5

009248 80 mic A3 (303 x 426) 5

009249 125 mic A3 (303 x 426) 5

Kod Size
Number of pcs.in 

a pack.

Number of pack.

in a box

carbon paper for typewriting (black)

105199 A4 100 50

105200 A4 50 50

105201  A4 25 100

carbon paper for handwriting (blue/violet)

105198  A4 100 50

105203  A4 50 50

105204 A4 25 100

 → traditional method of copying handwriting or 
typewriting

 → self-healing

50 pcs in a pack.

Size

(mm)
Black Blue Packing

4 009061 009062 20

6 009065 009066 20

10 009069 009070 20

 → A4 size
 → 250 g/m2

 → 100 pcs in a pack.

008701  white
008702  black
008703  blue
008704  red
008705  green
008706  yellow

 → A4 size
 → 100 pcs in a pack.

008423 150 mic
008425 200 mic

transparent binding covers PVC sliding bars
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display panels

panel holdersdisplay set

self-adhesive magnetic frames

207011  black
207012  red
207013  blue
207014  green
207015  white

Display panels made with application of the innovative technology, with turn aside PP film in the corner (easier inserting of 
documents - reduced risk of tearing the film from the frame) and a durable, deformation-resistant frame. Long-term use. 
Compatible with the most types of systems available on the market. Set contains 10 panels. 

 → simple designed metal panel holder
 → strong metal construction
 → to be fixed on a wall

207008

 → simple designed metal panel holder
 → strong metal construction
 → to be placed on a desk

207009

wall-mounted 

free-standing

non-breakable easy inserting of 
documents

durable frames

A5
110428  silver
110563  black
110564  red
110565  navy blue

 → A4 and A5 size
 → used as a one-sided or double-sided information frame
 → adheres well to each glass and metal surface
 → sliding front that adheres to the back side thanks to the magnetic frame

A4
110427  silver
110560  black
110561  red
110562  navy blue

Index Name

Wall-mounted set

227026 Holder + black panels

227027 Holder + red panels

227028 Holder + blue panels

227029 Holder + green panels

227030 Holder + white panels

Free-standing set

227031 Holder + black panels

227032 Holder + red panels

227033 Holder + blue panels

227034 Holder + green panels

227035 Holder + white panels

The set includes a holder and 10 panels in one color.
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monitor stands 

9030 
 → equipped with adjustable stable legs
 → pull-out document drawer and side organizers for stationery accessories designed to 

maintain proper organization of the workplace
 → built-in cable guides prevent the cables from tangling
 → non-slip rubber feet protect the desk top from scratches
 → dimensions: 435 x 335 mm
 → black

9031 
 → open space underneath
 → metal stable base
 → non-slip rubber pads protect desk from damage
 → built-in cable guides help to keep the cords organized
 → dimensions: 460 x 308 mm
 → black

 → designed for persons who stand in one position for long periods of time
 → ideally suited to the office as an additional equipment for height adjustable desks and in an 

industrial environment
 → gives cushioning effect and reduces spine and knee joint strain 
 → decreases arm, spine and lower limb disorders caused by prolonged standing
 → reduces fatigue and improves comfort in the workplace
 → sloped beveled edges reduce tripping hazards
 → made of PU, easy to clean
 → dimensions: 885 x 495 x 20 mm
 → black

footrests

anti-fatigue mat 9010

9022
 → smooth angle adjustment from 0° to 45°
 → 3 levels of height adjustment 110 - 140 - 170 mm
 → non-slip rubber feet protect floor from scratches 
 → made of high impact polystyrene
 → detachable TRP surface, easy to clean
 → platform dimensions: 460 x 350 mm

9021
 → smooth angle adjustment from 0° to 45°
 → 3 levels of height adjustment 110 - 140 - 170 mm
 → non-slip rubber feet protect floor from scratches 
 → made of high impact polystyrene
 → platform dimensions: 460 x 350 mm

9020
 → smooth angle adjustment from 0° to 45°
 → non-slip rubber feet protect floor from  scratches 
 → made of high impact polystyrene
 → platform dimensions: 450 x 330 mm

110804

110805

110800 110801 110802

110803 
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business backpack Cube

business backpack Shell

Backpack with hard case protection. Perfect for everyday laptop protection and as a travel 
backpack.

 → expanded main compartment gives 35% extra space
 → extra pockets inside for small accessories
 → dedicated laptop 15,6”/tablet compartment for quick-access
 → padded back panel with sleeve to slide over extended luggage handle
 → padded shoulder straps with breathable EVA/mesh material
 → back slip pocket with velvet lining for mobile phones
 → compression straps for adjustment to compressed/expanded modes
 → chest-strap for comfort
 → top and side handle for carrying

Size: 450 x 320 x 160 mm

Backpack with hard case protection. Perfect for everyday laptop protection and as a travel 
backpack.

 → padded shoulder straps with breathable EVA material
 → extra pockets for small accessories inside
 → padded 15,6” laptop and iPad pocket
 → exterior pockets for bottles or other use
 → back slip pocket for mobile phones

Size: 500 x 350 x 220 mm

110630

110631

camouflage roller camouflage folder PP

 → kind of a camouflage stamp that permanently covers up typewritten and handwritten 
words

 → roller width: 26 mm
 → pressing the top button releases the ink-cartridge
 → refillable 

205507

205508
Refill

Camouflage folder used to keep important documents confidential.
Camouflage printing makes the content hard to see. Made of PP, available
in 2 colors.
Package includes 5 pcs.

205224  blue 
205226  crystal
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neodymium magnets  → 1 magnet holds up to 9 A4 sheets
 → 5 pcs in a package

110191

110418

110567

 → 1 magnet holds up to 5 A4 sheets
 → 12 pcs in a package

 → 1 magnet holds up to 8 A4 sheets
 → 4 pcs in a package

crystal

whiteboard magnets

 → whitebord magnets in 4 different sizes
 → each blister contains assorted colors

Index Size Packing

009172 15 mm A’10 20/240

009173 20 mm A’8 200/800

009174 30 mm A’6 200/800

009175 40 mm A’4 125/500

markers and magnetic whiteboard eraser

Set: 4 markers + magnetic white-
board eraser (blister package)

105106

magnetic whiteboard eraser 1255

 → dimensions: 110 x 45 x 25 mm
105105

magnetic whiteboard eraser with holder

Magnetic whiteboard eraser
 → dimensions: 120 x 80 x 40 mm

110220

Set: 4 whiteboard markers + 1 magnetic 
eraser with marker holder
110406

 → magnetic surface
 → felt bottom
 → ergonomic shape

magnetic eraser EVA

110200

pin

barrels
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magnetic whiteboards

cork boards

 → aluminum or wooden frame
 → enameled surface for whiteboard markers
 → mounted vertically or horizontally
 → special pen-tray for accessories (with aluminum frame)
 → mounted with nail expansion anchors (aluminum frame) or hooks (wooden frame)

Size

(mm)*

Magnetic enameled surface

Aluminum frame Wooden frame

300 x 400 110282 110283

600 x 450 110280 110269

900 x 600 007604 110270

1200 x 900 007605 110271

1800 x 900 007607 –

2000 x 1000 007611 –

*OTHER SIZES: available boards in any size according to customer’s demand. Price and
delivery date to be confirmed when placing an order.

Size

(mm)

Cork boards

Aluminum frame Wooden frame

300 x 400 110285 110286

450 x 600 110287 110292

500 x 800 – 110419

600 x 900 110288 110293

900 x 1200 110289 110294

900 x 1800 110290 –

1000 x 2000 110291 –

magnetic marker holders

110217 110259

 → made of ABS plastic
 → for magnetic boards and other metal surfaces
 → markers are not included

dimensions: 65 x 105 mm dimensions: 130 x 150 mm

 → made of elegant ABS material
 → shaped like a computer mouse
 → perfect quality of the wiping layer

110221

magnetic whiteboard eraser Mouse

Hexa cork board

110568

 → hexagon-shaped cork board
 → to be arranged in any configuration
 → self-stick adhesive tape included
 → side length: 130 mm
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metal archive clip

plastic archive clips

desk mats

 → size 500 x 700 mm
 → non-slip adherent layer
 → rounded corners
 → transparent; important documents may be put underneath

009914
 → stiff, made of 600 mic transparent PP

110106
 → flexible, made of 600 mic transparent PVC

 → plastic clip with longer filling fasteners 120 mm
 → thanks to its special lock it is extremely easy to use; the lock secures 

the clips against opening

 → plastic clip with filling fasteners 85 mm
 → easy transferring of documents from any arch file onto the clip

208089 110632

120 mm 85 mm

Transferring documents from
the lever arch file to the clip

Locking the clip1. 3.2. 4.Documents may be read and
copied easily

Perfect for documents stored in
the archiving box

Very useful archive clip. By using this clip you can remove the contents of a lever arch file within
15 seconds! Documents may be copied and scanned without removing them from the clip. It compiles
stacks of documents up to 500 sheets. Perfect for compiling documents stored in archiving boxes.
Durable material – the tube does not break even if it is folded 300 times.

208004
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 → for TFT/LCD screens (e.g. 
laptops and flat screens), PDA, 
mobile phones, game consoles, 
screen-free filters, OHP screens 
and all treated and untreated glass 
surfaces e.g. mirrors, microfilm 
reading screens and lenses

 → before application, refer to the ma-
nufacturer’s cleaning instructions

 → for plastic and metal surfaces
 → anti-static
 → prevent dust and dirt from attaching to surfaces
 → ethanol free

 → for plastic surfaces in office equipment (screens, printers, etc)
 → prevent dust and dirt from attaching to surfaces
 → leaves no streaks

 → for whiteboard cleaning
 → removes dry-erase ink, dust and dirt
 → ethanol free

 → designed to clean the dust from hard to reach 
surfaces

 → application: keyboards, printers, CD/DVD 
drives, photocopying machines, fax, etc.;

spray cleaner 

110275 – 250 ml

spray cleaner 

110451 – 250 ml

wipes 
 
110276 – 100 pcs in a tube

wipes 
110452 – 100 pcs in a tube

whiteboard cleaner

foam cleaner for plastic surfaces

foam cleaner

label remover

110453 – 250 ml

compressed air

110502 – 400 ml

110642 – 400 ml

110643 – 400 ml
110641 – 400 ml

 → for easy removing of label 
residue from glass, plastic and 
metal surfaces

 → leaves no stains

multi-purpose microfiber cloths

TFT/LCD screen cleaners

multi-purpose cleaners

 → dimensions: 30 x 30 cm or 40 x 40 cm
 → material: 80% poliester, 20% poliamid, 230 

g/m²

 → set of 5 microfiber cloths in different colors 
 → for easy wet and dry surface cleaning
 → leave no streaks
 → set equipped with a hanging hook

112071 30 x 30 cm, 5 pcs
112072 40 x 40 cm, 5 pcs

ethanol free ethanol free
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Name Index Description Size

curved shape card stand 0275 009220
crystal clear stand for

cards, folders or leaflets

A5 (148 x 210 mm)

curved shape card stand 0277 009219 A4 (210 x 297 mm)

leaflet holder A5 0153 009623

A4 holder for

leaflets, counter-stand or

wall-mounted, corrugated base,

hold leaflets vertically

A5

leaflet holder A4 0156 009624 A4

leaflet holder A4 0158 009625 3 x A4

card stands and leaflet holders

 → with a pin and clip
 → size 90 x 58 mm

360039 

 → for magnetic ID cards
 → with permanent lanyard
 → size 92 x 59 mm

009162

ID pass

document trays A4

110459  clear
110460  smoked

110796  transparent white
110797  transparent turquoise
110798  black

transparent 
 → made of PS
 → can be combined vertically or as 

a cascade
 → dimensions: 350 x 255 x 60 mm

colored 
 → made of PP
 → fracture-resistant
 → dimensions: 338 x 255 x 72 mm

with a lockwith transparent drawers
 → outer dimensions: 340 x 275 x 260 mm
 → 5 transparent drawers
 → black case

007222

 → outer dimensions: 361x271x260 mm
 → 5 drawers with a lock
 → available in 2 colors: black and white

009915 gray
110825 black

file cabinets
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sticky notes TEXT

index sticky notes FRESH

110535 ASAP

110534 call110533 (i) info

110536 heart

110524 faces110525 batteries 110523 clouds 110762 vege

110522 fruits

110527 info 110763 office

110537 coffee

110539 like it

110329 DO IT

Absolutely fresh and original index sticky no-
tes, useful for marking sentences or pages. 
Made of PET: can be written on. Special glue 
formula allows multiple sticking and unstic-
king. Each set includes 5 different motives 
x 25 sheets, 45 x 12 mm

Sticky notes in neon colors with cut out catchy words and shapes. The design draws 
attention, which makes the notes excellent reminders.

 → 50 sheets per pad, size: 75 x 75 mm
 → special glue formula enabling multiple sticking and unsticking of a single note

sticky notes shapesIndex Shape Packing

110507 Heart 12/384

110508 Balloon 12/384

110509 Apple 12/384

110512 Arrow 12/384

 → quick message on sticky notes
 → special glue formula enabling multiple sticking and unsticking of a single note
 → 100 sheets per pad in different colors
 → size: 75 x 75 mm

Jar set 
110515

 → 100 pads in different shapes, 75 sheets 
per pad

 → size: 45 x 45 mm

480

20

540

30

8
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sticky note cube MAGIC

sticky note cubes shapes

 → size: 75 x 75 mm
 → 9 colors x 25 sheets

Index Shape Packing

110513 ARROW 6/96

110514 APPLE 6/96

110799 HEART 6/96

 → size: 75 x 75 mm
 → 400 sheets per pad

The unique way of gluing makes it possible to 
unstick a single sheet of any color without tearing 
the whole cube.

110516
st icky note cubes

note cubes

Index Size (mm) Description Packing

110103 85 x 85 x 30 glued note cube, white 54

009458 85 x 85 x 40 glued note cube, white 36

009459 85 x 85 x 40 glued note cube, assorted colors 36

009456 85 x 85 x 40 note cube, white 36

009457 85 x 85 x 40 note cube, assorted colors 36

009463 85 x 85 x 80 note cube, white 18

009462 85 x 85 x 80 note cube, assorted colors 18

009461 85 x 85 x 80 note cube in a box, white 18

009460 85 x 85 x 80 note cube in a box, assorted colors 18

110193 90 x 90 x 35 glued note cube, white 57

110277 90 x 90 x 50 glued note cube, white 36

110196 90 x 90 x 50 note cube, white 36

110194 90 x 90 x 90 glued note cube, white 18

110195 90 x 90 x 90 note cube, white 18

 → useful note cubes
 → white or assorted pastel colors
 → various sizes available

Index
Note cubes

Packing
Size

009261 75 x 75 mm, 450 sheets, neon 80

009262 75 x 75 mm, 450 sheets, pastel 80

009328 76 x 76 mm, 400 sheets, neon 6/96

009327 76 x 76 mm, 400 sheets, pastel 6/96

009326 76 x 76 mm, 400 sheets, yellow 6/96

009505 51 x 51 mm, 400 sheets, yellow 6/96

110624 75 x 75 mm, 400 sheets, neon 6/96

110625 75 x 75 mm, 400 sheets 6/96

110626 75 x 75 mm, 400 sheets, neon 6/96

 → special glue formula enabling multiple 
sticking and unsticking of a single note

009328
009261

009327
009262

009326
009505

110624 110625 110626

 → quick message on sticky notes
 → special glue formula enabling multiple sticking and unsticking of a single note
 → 100 sheets per pad, yellow or assorted pastel colors

Index Size

(mm)
Packing

Assorted colors Yellow

009257 009258 3 x 51 x 38 12/288

009177 009121 51 x 75 12/432

009124 009598 76 x 76 12/384

009259 124053 76 x 127 288

Index
Sticky note ZIG-ZAG

Packing
Size | color

009256 75 x 75 mm | orange 12/384

009255 75 x 75 mm | pink 12/384

009233 75 x 75 mm | yellow 12/384

 → ZIG-ZAG system
 → 100 sheets per pad, various colors
 → special glue formula enabling multiple sticking and 

unsticking of a single note

sticky notes sticky notes zig-zag

 → 400 or 450 sheets 
per pad 192

6
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sticky notes bookmark sticky notes lined

index sticky notes

 → sticky notes with a bookmark function
 → for writing down important information
 → size: 70 x 70 mm
 → 4 colors x 50 sheets

Index Description Packing

110519 98 x 150 mm pastel yellow 6/144

110520 98 x 150 mm assorted neon colors 6/144

 → each set includes 100 sheets
 → designed for shopping lists or longer notes
 → special glue formula enabling multiple sticking and unsticking 

of a single note

110521

 → made of paper, PP or PET
 → useful for marking sentences or pages
 → can be written on
 → various colors: pastel and neon
 → special glue formula allows multiple sticking and unsticking, it does not destroy the surface

Paper

Index Size (mm) Description Packing

009142 20 x 50 4 colors x 40 sheets in one set, neon 24/864

009346 20 x 50 4 colors x 50 sheets in one set, neon 24/864

009144 50 x 15 5 separate colors x 100 sheets, neon 12/432

009143 76 x 19 4 separate colors x 100 sheets, pastel 12/384

110678 25 x 76 3 separate colors x 100 sheets, pastel 12/384

PET

Index Size (mm) Description Packing

960127 43 x 12 35 sheets a’4 (4 colors) in dispensers, neon 24/288

960124 43 x 25 50 sheets a’2 (2 colors) in dispensers, neon 24/288

960122 43 x 25 50 sheets a’1 (1 color) in dispenser, neon 24/288

960125 43 x 12 24 sheets a’4 (4 colors) in dispensers, arrows, neon 24/288

110504 45 x 12 8 colors x 20 sheets, neon 24/288

009354 45 x 12 5 colors x 25 sheets, neon 30/540

009347 45 x 12 5 colors x 25 sheets, arrows, neon 30/540

009438 25 x 45 2 colors x 25 sheets , neon/transparent 12/384

009243 43 x 12 4 colors x 35 sheets, neon 30/540

009242 43 x 25 50 sheets, neon 15/540

110505 45 x 12 With ruler, 8 colors x 25 sheets, neon 24/288

PP

110047 45 x 12 5 colors x 25 sheets, neon 30/540

sticky notes and index sticky notes set
Set includes:

 → note pad lined 95 x 150 mm, 25 sheets
 → 5 sticky notes 43 x 43 mm, 5 x 25 sheets
 → 5 colors of 30 sticky index notes 12 x 44 mm, paper
 → 2 sticky notes shapes 45 x 45 mm, 2 x 25 sheets

110645

110505

009354

110047

009347 009243 009242009438

009144
009143

960125 960127960124960122

110678

009142 009346

110504

96

6
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flipchart pads and stands

drawing pads and construction 
paper pads

colored copy paper

note pads

007617 007619

Index Size (mm)
Paper weight 

(gsm)
Description

009801 650 x 1000 80 flipchart pad white 10 sheets

009472 650 x 1000 80 flipchart pad white 20 sheets 

009494 650 x 1000 80 flipchart pad white 30 sheets

009495 650 x 1000 80 flipchart pad white 50 sheets

007617 600 x 900 – FLIPCHART STAND

007619 700 x 1000 – MOBILE FLIPCHART STAND

Index Size Description Packing

009602 A4 100 sheets 10

009601 A4 50 sheets 20

009600 A5 100 sheets 10

009599 A5 50 sheets 20

009604 A6 100 sheets 20

110045 A4 50 sheets with microperforation 20

110213 A4 100 sheets with microperforation 20

110046 A5 50 sheets with microperforation 20

110100 A5 100 sheets with microperforation 10

Index Size Description Packing

110202 A4 drawing pad 90 g, 20 sheets 25

110245 A4 construction paper pad 160 g, 10 sheets 25

110237 A3 drawing pad 90 g, 20 sheets 20

110238 A3 construction paper pad 160 g, 10 sheets 20

Index Size Description Packing

960138 A4 20 sheets, 5 assorted colors 25

960137 A4 50 sheets, 5 assorted colors 10

 → useful for home, office and school
 → checkered pages in A4, A5, A6 size
 → soft cover, top open

self-adhesive labels Labels for all outgoing letters or parcels, labelling and marking CD/DVDs. Suita-
ble for all types of laser and inkjet printers and photocopiers. Excellent adhesion 
to all surfaces.

 → A4 sheet size
 → 100 sheets in a package

Index
Number of 

labels on the 
sheet

Size (mm)

227009 14 105 x 42,4

227010 16 105 x 37

227011 20 105 x 29

227012 21 70 x 42,2

227013 24 70 x 37

227014 24 64,6 x 33,8

227016 27 70 x 30

227017 27 70 x 25,4

Index
Number of 

labels on the 
sheet

Size (mm)

227001 2 CD

227002 1 210 x 297

227003 2 210 x 148

227004 4 105 x 148

227005 8 105 x 74

227006 8 105 x 70

227007 10 105 x 57

227008 12 105 x 48

Index
Number of 

labels on the 
sheet

Size (mm)

227018 40 52,5 x 29,7

227019 44 48,5 x 25,4

227020 51 70 x 16,9

227021 56 52,5 x 21,2

227022 60 50 x 18

227024 68 48,5 x 16,9

227025 189 25 x 10

227023 65 38 x 21,2

10
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PERFECT FOR HOME AND OFFICE!

Polycarbonate, highly transparent, non-yellowing floor mats provide the best floor protection for any home or office space. Hard floors as well as carpets 
covered by a mat are protected from wear and tear caused by moving chairs or heavy objects. They muffle the sound of chair wheels. When the floor mat is 
placed under flowerpots, it protects the floor from dirt and moisture. Rounded corners prevent from tripping. Mats are suitable for underfloor heating, durable 
and resistant to damage in accordance with DIN EN 425 for Personal protective equipment.

chair mat for carpets

multi-purpose chair mat

Index Size (mm) Shape Color

multi-purpose

009981 1200 x 900 transparent

110185 1200 x 900 white

110186 1200 x 900 black

110212 1400 x 1000 transparent

121010 1200 x 900 transparent

121011 1150 x 1340 transparent

110176 ⌀ 600, under flowerpot transparent

for carpets

009980 1200 x 900 transparent

121012 1200 x 900 transparent

121013 1150 x 1340 transparent

121014 1170 x 1520 transparent

110177 ⌀ 600, under flowerpot transparent

 → with smooth back for hard floor and textured top for 
easy chair movement

 → with gripped back for low and medium pile carpets 
and textured top for easy chair movement
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Przód
Ostrze 3D Zwyczajne ostrze

Tył Przód Tył

3D scissors 

3D scissors 175

 → innovative 3D concave inner blades technology
 → closer contact point between the blades
 → reduced frictional resistance between blades and objects
 → cut paper more than 300 000 times and still keep sharp
 → ergonomic PP+TPR handle
 → comfortable, cushioned rubber finger loops
 → soft-grip finger rest for controlled handling

 → total length: 175 mm

110112

3D scissors 175T

3D scissors 210

 → total length: 175 mm
 → blade surface resistant to the adhe-

sion of adhesive tape or glue

 → total length: 210 mm

110114

110113

3D blade Ordinary blade

fitcut curve scissors

 → scissors with specially curved blades
 → optimum blade-to-blade angle is maintained due to specially curved blades that can firmly catch target
 → light, clean cutting possible from the lowest point to the tip of the blades
 → specially finished sharp-edge blades produce low friction, smooth cutting through object even along 

curved lines
 → thick grips of double-layered soft material reduce the pain of pressing them
 → longer lifespan
 → total length 174 mm
 → anti-skid handles

titanium-coated SC-175STN

 → cap included
 → the blade edge coated with high hardness 

titanium is rust-resistant and remains 
sharp for over 500 000 times of cutting 
(durability 30 years!)

SC-175SL left-handed version

 → stainless steel blades
 → ensures long use (durability 20 years)

205522  205521

144
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100
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ergonomic office scissors

school scissors SC-145MF fluorine

school scissors junior SC-145

 → hardened stainless steel blades
 → fracture-resistant plastic handles

 → hardened stainless steel blades
 → ergonomic, rubber handles

 → school scissors of the highest 
quality

 → total length: 145 mm
 → handles fit children’s small hands
 → safe blunt blade tips

205532

 → school scissors of the highest quality
 → the fluorine-coating of the blades resists the adhesion of sticky ma-

terials such as tape and glue and ensures long-lasting sharpness.
 → safe, anti-skid handles
 → safe blunt blade tips
 → total length: 145 mm
 → cap included

left-handed version

6027
175 mm
009514

205556

205559205557

office scissors

SG-160
160 mm
009501

SG-210
210 mm
009502 SG-250

250 mm
009362

6018 
180 mm
007110 

6021 
210 mm
007111 

144

12

144

12

144

12

240

12
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240

12

192

24
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2 WAY HD TAPE

ROLL

ROLL

2 WAY

2 WAY

FLEX

FLEX

HD TAPE

HD TAPE

correction tape WH-034 4,2 mm x 6 m

correction tape WH-1514

PLUS corrector features

By pushing or pulling, you can make your cor-
rections more precise. Pulling is best for longer 
corrections, such as full sentences. Pushing 
works well when you want to correct a single 
word or a letter.

Equipped with a unique, highly
adhesive correction tape (it even sticks
to glass and other smooth-surface
materials) of two years warranty.

New construction of the head,
with a protruded roll and a 

damper.

smooth torque mechanism
The newly added limiter solves the problem 

of loose adhesion or flakes which sometimes 
occur at the end of a tape section. Tape 
dispensing is now even more smooth.

ergonomic pen-style shape, soft 
rubber grip

1 click to switch on
1 click to switch off

205016

 → small size
 →  4,2 mm x 12 m

WH-1514R
 → Refillable cartridge 4,2 mm x 12 m

205563
205562

200
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ROLL

ROLL ROLL

2 WAY

2 WAY 2 WAY

FLEX

FLEX FLEX

HD TAPE

HD TAPE HD TAPE

FLEXROLL

The mini roller head provides a
light and smooth pulling action
allowing you to create clean and 
straight lines of correction tape.

The flexible head applies
tape firmly to the paper while
allowing maneuverability for
detailed corrections.

Made from recycled materials, suitable for recycling

PLUS corrector features

 → the jar contains 50 pcs of correction tapes
 → 4,2 mm x 5 m

205036

correction tape WH-504-50P jar

correction tape WH-624

 → small size, very handy
 → 4,2 mm x 7 m

correction tape refilling

 → ergonomic pen-shaped correction tape
 → 4,2 mm x 6 m
 → refillable

 → maxi long
 → adapted for both right and left-handed people
 → 4,2 mm x 12 m

correction tape WH-504 MINI correction tape WH-704

205001

205005 

WH-624R 
Refillable cartridge
4,2 mm x 6 m

205002 

205003 

200
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100
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correction tape 4,2 mm x 14 m

correction tape HOT one  5 mm x 12 m

correction tapes

correction tape green 4,2 mm x 10 m

 → refillable
 → tape size 4,2 mm x 14 m
 → sideways-holding design

007851  

New correction tape in a specially designed ergonomic size.
 → tape adheres firmly to the surface
 → tape size 4,2 mm x 10 m
 → quick rewriting, no drying time
 → transparent body to control tape level
 → comfortable grip allows a firm hold

 → sideways-holding design

 → tape size 5 mm x 12 m
 → ergonomic body

007853

correction pens correction fluid with brush

 → metal tip
 → excellent quality of correction liquid

 → quick dry
 → excellent quality of correction liquid
 → capacity 20 ml

007198

007194 capacity 8 ml  

007197 capacity 12 ml

007852
Refillable cartridge 4,2 mm x 14 m

007549

110676

110683

110675

110722

110818

110417

Index Tape width (mm) Tape length (m) Packing

110683 4,2 8 12/360

007549 5 8 12/288

110675 5 15 12/360

110676 4,2 15 12/360

110722 5 6 48/576

110818 5 30 48/576

 → cap for tape protection
 → blister packing
 → made from recycled materials
 → Japanese tape used!

432

12

432

12

476

24

576

24

576

24

576

12
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Zwykły klej w taśmie
struktura jednowarstwowa

Klej MX TG-0944
struktura trójwarstwowa

Klej

Klej

Rdzeń

Zwykły klej w taśmie
struktura jednowarstwowa

Klej MX TG-0944
struktura trójwarstwowa

Klej

Klej

Rdzeń

glue roller TG-728 → designed in a stick form, fits the hand comfortably
 → the honeycomb patterned glue adheres firmly onto the paper and allows neat 

and clean application
 → colored glue for visible application
 → flexible head enables the applied tape to adhere firmly and neatly on the paper
 → perfect for gluing photos, office and home works
 → made from recycled materials
 → tape size 8,4 mm x 8 m

honeycomb patterned glue

glue roller TG-1221 PRO → permanent
 → eco-friendly product, 95% of plastic elements are made from recycled materials.
 → the strong gear prevents tape from tangling
 → tape cap
 → edge guide - helps to apply glue on the edge of the paper precisely and in a clean line
 → clean and precise application, colored glue for visible application
 → refillable
 → tape size 8,4 mm x 20 m

blue colored glue

Glue roller refilling

glue roller strong TG-0944

Refill cartridges are easily
removed and inserted

Simply push the button to
open the cap

Thanks to its 3-layered structure, this glue tape is 3 times stronger 
than standard glue tapes. Perfect for gluing of paper, cardboard, pho-
tos and all decorating and DIY projects. 

 → permanent
 → eco-friendly product - 100% of plastic elements are made from 

recycled materials
 → tape size: 15 mm x 12 m

Glue tape TG-0944 3-lay-
ered structure

Standard glue tape 1-layered 
structure

For cardboard, carton, paper

Glue

Core

Glue

Glue

TG-728R
refill, 8,4 mm x 8 m
205511

205510

TG-0944R
refill 15 mm x 12 m
205035

205034

TG-1221R
refill 8,4 mm x 20 m

205527

205526

160
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glue stick PVA

water gluecrystal glue

liquid glue with metal tip

Nano Tape 3 cm x 3 m

removable putty ALL-STICK
ALL-STICK are multi-purpose, easily removable and reusable adhesive squares. Perfect al-
ternative to pins or tape. Ideal for fixing posters, paper, greeting cards or other light items to 
walls, blackboards, windows, etc.

 → easily removable
 → reusable
 → the package includes 50 g + 25 g of removable putty

 → improved PVA formula
 → non-stainer, washable
 → safety certificate of PZH
 → colorless, odorless, non-toxic
 → suitable for paper, photos, cardboard, pictures and 

textiles
 → 36-month expiry date

Index Weight Package

007560 10 g 12/384

007555 15 g 24/384

007559 22 g 12/576

007557 36 g 12/384

007558 40 g 12/384

 → capacity: 50 ml
 → for gluing of paper

110494

 → gel consistency
 → capacity: 50 ml
 → for gluing of paper, photos and cartons

009508

 → liquid glue with a metal roller ball applicator
 → for precise gluing of paper
 → crystal
 → capacity: 50 m

110483

009979

glue tape 8 mm x 10 m

161046

 → double-sided transparent tape designed for fixing various 
items to walls, doors and windows

 → easily removable, does not leave residue
 → reusable
 → tape size: 3 cm x 3 m, thickness: 2 mm

 → perfect for paper, cardboard and 
photos gluing

 → ergonomic body
 → equipped with a cap

288

12

432

12

129

1

360

12

36

288

24

110808
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carton sealer

 → suitable for manual sealing of packing tape
 → equipped with a tape cutter

009844

clear stationery tape

packaging tape

tape dispensers

crystal clear stationery tape

 → weighted non-skid base
 → metal blade
 → max. tape width: 

007203 – 19 mm 
009821 – 19mm 
007202 – 24 mm

 → max. tape length up to 33 m

 → acrylic adhesive
size 48 mm x 50 m
009048 brown
009049 transparent

 → invisible after application on white paper, can be written 
on with most pens and pencils

 → PP 50 mic material
 → acrylic strong adhesive
 → available single rolls or in a set with a dispenser
 → scope of application -5 to +40 ºC

 → all-purpose BOPP packing tape 40 mic
 → available brown and clear
 → scope of application -5 to +40 ºC
 → resistant to stretching

 → all-purpose stationery tape
 → PP 40 mic material
 → acrylic strong adhesive
 → scope of application -5 to +40 ºC
 → yellowing-resistant
 → resistant to stretching

 → all-purpose stationery tape
 → PP 40 mic material
 → scope of application -5 to +40 ºC
 → yellowing resistant
 → resistant to stretching
 → two options available: single roll or tape in a dispenser

1080
009821

 → streamlined shape
 → available in 3 colors

009043 009044009475 009357 009405009041 009042

8005
007203

8100
007202

INVISIBLE tape

009045 size 19 mm x 33 m  

009364 size 19 mm x 33 m tape in a dispenser  

009270 size 19 mm x 33 m

009363 size 19 mm x 33 m tape in a dispenser  

009475 size 12 mm x 10 m

009041 size 18 mm x 20 m  

009042 size 18 mm x 30 m  

009043 size 24 mm x 20 m  

009044 size 24 mm x 30 m  

009357 size 19 mm x 33 m  

009405 size 19 mm x 33 m tape in a dispenser  

size 48 mm x 50 Y
110435 brown
110436 transparent

480

8

480

8

144

24

144

12

720

12

480

8

480

8

360

6

360

6

72

6

36

6

36

12

480

8

20
72 24

144

35
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Never buy staples again! Staple-free stapler 
fastens sheets of paper together without using 
staples.
Advantages of the product:

 → no staples needed
 → eco-friendly – sheets are fastened by 

means of the paper itself
 → safe for children – no risk of injuring or 

swallowing little staples
 → for using according to HACCP require-

ments

205135  green
205134  blue
205136  pink
205561  black

staple-free staplers

SL112A-EU
 SL106-AB

205551  green
205552  blue
205553  pink

stapler ST-010

palm-sized, compact, handy for
multiple office uses

open cover to remove paper
waste from inside

upon inserting the document in the stapler,
the fastening position can be easily 

targeted, therefore excessive fastening on 
written portions can be avoided

corner fastening side fastening

60% REDUCEDEFFORT
205101  black
205102  blue

205106  white
205105  blue
205107  red

ST-010AH ST-010VH

standard stapling flat clinch stapling

 → small size
 → the mechanism reduces stapling effort by 50%
 → built-in staple remover
 → loaded from the top
 → loading capacity of 100 staples, size 10
 → 5-year warranty
 → metal construction, other elements made of recycled plastic
 → ST-010VH equipped with a flat clinch function
 → a pack of staples in a set

no staples!

ST-010AH

ST-010VH
flat clinch stapling

5 sheets 10 sheets

20 sheets#10 flat clinch
stapling

( model VH)

20

100

5

100

5
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stapler 0030stapler 0010

60% REDUCEDEFFORT

 → stapling effort reduced by 60%
 → max. stapling depth: 60 mm
 → loading capacity of 70 staples
 → metal mechanism, plastic body

 → stapling effort reduced by 60%
 → max. stapling depth: 40 mm
 → loading capacity of 80 staples
 → metal mechanism, plastic body

60% REDUCEDEFFORT

stapler 0050stapler 0025

 → stapling effort reduced by 60%
 → max. stapling depth: 70 mm
 → loading capacity of 150 staples
 → metal mechanism, plastic body

110078

 → stapling effort reduced by 60%
 → max. stapling depth: 55 mm
 → loading capacity of 100 staples
 → metal mechanism, plastic body

207018

stapler 0110stapler 0240

 → stapling effort reduced by 60%
 → max. stapling depth: 50 mm
 → loading capacity of 100 staples
 → plastic body, metal mechanism
 → ergonomic, anti-slip handle
 → equipped with a bypass system that allows using longer 

staples on shorter stacks without staple overlap

 → stapling effort reduced by 60%
 → max. stapling depth: 50 mm
 → loading capacity of 200 staples
 → plastic body, metal mechanism

60% REDUCEDEFFORT

60% REDUCEDEFFORT

60% REDUCEDEFFORT

FLATCLINCH

60% REDUCEDEFFORT

60% REDUCEDEFFORT

#10
24/6 
26/6 20 sheets

30 sheets

110640110639

110810

110079

23/8-
23/13

100 sheets
23/6-
23/23

240 sheets

24/6
26/6
24/8

50 sheets24/6 
26/6 

25 sheets

flat clinch stapler FC

flat clinch stapling

30 sheets24/6
26/6 

 → equipped with a flat clinch function
 → stapling effort reduced by 60%
 → metal mechanism, plastic body
 → max. stapling depth: 58 mm
 → loading capacity of 120 staples

110662

6

96

12

96

12

192

24

72

12

50

18

3
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stapler 520
 → staples up to 40 sheets
 → metal body
 → max. stapling depth 45 mm
 → loading capacity of 70 staples
 → 5-year warranty

009969  lime
009970  pink
009971  blue
009972  dark blue
009178  black
110067  pearl

stapler 0304 mini stapler 0327

 → strong plastic body
 → equipped with staple remover
 → max. stapling depth 25 mm
 → loading capacity of 40 staples
 → 5-year warranty

 → plastic ergonomic body
 → max. stapling depth 50 mm
 → loading capacity of 100 staples
 → 5-year warranty

007006
007014

 → metal body
 → for bigger paper stacks
 → max. stapling depth 85 mm
 → loading capacity of 150 staples
 → 5-year warranty

007009

stapler 0314

stapler 5140

 → strong metal construction
 → max. stapling depth: 90 mm
 → loading capacity of 120 staples

110175

color matches the punches Leviatan 420
and mesh accessories

24/6 
26/6
24/8

50 sheets

24/6
26/6
24/8

40 sheets

50 sheets24/6
26/6
24/8

25 sheets24/6 
26/6

12 sheets
(max 20)

24/6 
26/6

96

12

432

24

72

12

72

12

72

6
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stapler 5221

stapler 3016

 → strong plastic body
 → equipped with a staple remover
 → max. stapling depth 60 mm
 → loading capacity of 100 staples
 → 5-year warranty

 → metal body with plastic bottom
 → mobile staple remover
 → max. stapling depth 65 mm
 → loading capacity of 100 staples
 → 10 different colors available on request

007018

110644

stapler 0306A

stapler 0315A

 → metal body
 → max. stapling depth 50 mm
 → loading capacity of 70 staples
 → 5-year warranty

 → strong metal construction, plastic body
 → equipped with a staple remover
 → adjustable stapling depth: 65 mm
 → loading capacity of 80 staples

007011

110086

stapler 0324 stapler 0325

 → plastic body
 → max. stapling depth 55 mm
 → loading capacity of 100 staples
 → 5-year warranty

 → ergonomic, plastic body, soft anti-slip bottom
 → max. stapling depth 55 mm
 → loading capacity of 100 staples
 → can be put vertically – it takes up less space on the 

desk

007015110085

24/6
26/6
24/8

40 sheets

20 sheets#1024/6
26/6

30 sheets

30 sheets24/6 
26/6

24/6
26/6

30 sheets 25 sheets24/6 
26/6

96

12

144

12

144

12

192

24

96

12

144

12
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stapler 5414
 → plastic revolving arm, metal base
 → max. stapling depth 65 mm
 → loading capacity of 80 staples
 → 5-year warranty

stapler 0316 stapler 0318

 → metal body
 → mobile staple remover
 → max. stapling depth 95 mm
 → loading capacity of 150 staples
 → 5-year warranty

 → metal body
 → mobile staple remover
 → max. stapling depth 65 mm
 → loading capacity of 100 staples
 → 5-year warranty

stapler 3010 stapler 3019

 → all metal construction with anti-slip bottom
 → max. stapling depth 65 mm
 → loading capacity of 100 staples
 → possible to put the stapler vertically - it takes up less space on 

a desk

 → metal body
 → equipped with a built-in staple remover
 → max. stapling depth 63 mm
 → loading capacity of 110 staples

007049

110236 104034

007016

007017

25 sheets 
(max 40)

24/6
(24/8) 
26/6

25 sheets 
(max 40)

24/6
(24/8) 
26/6

40 sheets
30 sheets24/6 

26/6
24/8

24/6 
26/6

30 sheets24/6 
26/648

6

72

696

12

72

12

120

12

40
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 → metal body
 → heavy duty, for bigger paper stacks
 → max. stapling depth 65 mm
 → loading capacity of 120 staples
 → 5-year warranty

 → metal body
 → heavy duty, for bigger paper stacks
 → max. stapling depth 67 mm
 → loading capacity of 100 staples
 → 5-year warranty

105004

007007

stapler 3930

stapler 377long arm stapler 0312

stapler 0380

110090

110809

 → staples up to 50 sheets
 → strong metal construction
 → adjustable stapling depth max. 314 mm
 → loading capacity of 100 staples
 → 5-year warranty

100 sheets

100 sheets

12/6/8/10/13
23/6/8/10/13
24/6/8/10/13
26/6/8/10/13

24/6/8/10
23/6/8/10/13

50 sheets24/6 
24/8
26/6

23/6 
  ÷ 

23/24

240 sheets

staple remover 150staple remover 0231

 → metal mechanism, plastic cover
 → equipped with a blockade

 → metal mechanism, plastic cover
 → for all types of staples

007051 105001

 → metal body, casing of durable plastic
 → soft grip
 → heavy duty, for bigger paper stacks

 → max. stapling depth 60 mm
 → loading capacity of 100 staples
 → 5-year warranty

12

24

6

20

240

24

480

24
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 → classic plier stapler
 → max. stapling depth 32 mm
 → loading capacity of 80 staples

110572

plier stapler 0317

20 sheets24/6
26/6

Extra strong metal chromium plated construction, possibility of 
disassembling for maintenance. Staples up to 50 sheets of pa-
per. Max. stapling depth: 56 mm.

Metal strong chromium plated construction. Adjustable stapling
power control. It matches most staples available on the market.

207016

upholstery staplerplier stapler

50 sheets1/4 
5/16

24/6/8
26/6/8

4–14 mm 

standard quality staples
Index Size Pcs in a pack Pcs in a box

360022 10 1000 1000

007039 26/6 1000 480

360021 24/6 1000 500

360023 24/8 1000 300

excellent quality brand staples

Index Size Pcs in a pack Pcs in a box

205109 10 1000 900

upholstery staples

Index Size Pcs in a pack Pcs in a box

207021 8 mm 1000 300

207022 10 mm 1000 200

207023 12 mm 1000 200

207024 14 mm 1000 200

heavy duty staples
Index Size Pcs in a pack Pcs in a box

007033 23/6 1000 500

007030 23/8 1000 300

007040 23/10 1000 300

007032 23/13 1000 200

007034 23/15 1000 200

007035 23/17 1000 160

007036 23/20 1000 160

007037 23/23 1000 160

207017

120

12

40

10

40

20
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punch 1030punch 1050

 → punching effort reduced by 60%
 → metal base and lever
 → adjustable paper guide
 → blockade of lever position
 → punching depth: 12 mm

110811

30 sheets50 sheets

punch 420

 → punches up to 20 sheets
 → metal lever and base
 → paper guide
 → two-part confetti container 

 → blockade of lever position
 → punching depth: 12 mm
 → 10-year warranty

009965  lime
009966  pink
009967  blue
009968  dark blue
009181  black
110066  pearl

colors and design match Leviatan 520 staplers and mesh accessories

20 sheets

 → elegant design
 → metal lever and base
 → anti-slip lever
 → paper guide
 → two-part confetti container

 → blockade of lever position
 → punching depth: 12 mm
 → 10-year warranty

punches 009822, 009823

009822 009823

30 sheets 40 sheets

60% REDUCEDEFFORT

60% REDUCEDEFFORT

 → punching effort reduced by 60%
 → metal base and lever
 → adjustable paper guide
 → blockade of lever position
 → punching depth: 12 mm

110812

12

3

24

6

72

12

48

12

36

9
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punch 0419punch 418

punch 0415

punch 1300punch 1500

 → stable in use, designed for bigger paper stacks
 → strong metal base and lever
 → plastic paper guide
 → blockade of lever position
 → punching depth: 12 mm

105009

 → punching capacity up to 150 sheets
 → high quality blades
 → ergonomic body
 → comfortable handle for punching bigger paper stacks
 → metal base and lever
 → punching depth: 12 mm
 → adjustable paper guide
 → 5-year warranty

009545

 → designed for bigger paper stacks
 → strong metal base, anti-slip handle
 → metal paper guide with marking: 888, A6, A5, EX, 

Q1US, A4, FOLIO, A3
 → max. stapling depth 12 mm
 → blockade of lever position

110184

 → metal mechanism and lever
 → handle with a rubber pad
 → blockade of lever position
 → adjustable paper depth: from 6 

to 14 mm

105010

 → stable in use, designed for bigger paper stacks
 → strong metal base and lever
 → metal paper guide
 → blockade of lever position
 → punching depth: 12 mm

110571

A 3 65 sheets

65 sheets

150 sheets

65 sheets

100 sheets

4-hole punch 0121

 → 4-hole punch
 → metal lever and base
 → paper guide
 → punching depth: 12 mm

009285

009764

 → one-hole punch
 → made of rust-resistant metal
 → nickel plated surface
 → built-in confetti container
 → hole diameter 6 mm
 → punching depth: 12 mm

punch 0114

8 sheets

10 sheets

Set of spare parts 
2 x blades, 4 x pads 
110753

12

6

6

12

12

12

3

240

12

24
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 → metal lever and base
 → paper guide with marking: Q1, US, 888, Folio, A4, A3-E, A5, 

A6, B5, B6, EX
 → blockade of lever position
 → punching depth: 12 mm
 → 5-year warranty

 → metal lever and base
 → paper guide with marking: Q1, US, 888, Folio, A4, 

A3-E, A5, A6, B5, B6, EX
 → blockade of lever position
 → punching depth: 12 mm
 → 5-year warranty

 → metal lever and base
 → blockade of lever position
 → punching depth: 12 mm
 → 5-year warranty

009284

punch 0103Wpunches 0103

007025
110793

 → metal base, plastic lever
 → two-part confetti container
 → paper guide
 → punching depth: 12mm

 → metal lever and base
 → paper guide
 → blockade of lever position
 → punching depth: 12 mm

009406

007021

punch 3920

 → metal lever and base
 → paper guide with marking: Q1, US, 888, 

Folio, A4, A3-E, A5, A6, B5, B6, EX
 → blockade of lever position
 → punching depth: 12 mm
 → 5-year warranty

009641

40 sheets

20 sheets

30 sheets

20 sheets

25 sheets

15 sheets

punch 1020

punch 104H

punch 1010

60

48

6

72

12

96

12

60

12

36

45
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2230
188 x 139,5 x 34 mm, weight: 192 g

 → 12-digit display
 → percentage key
 → quick correction key
 → square root calculation
 → grand total
 → dual power
 → big keys
 → +/- sign change

 → 12-digit display
 → mark-up calculation, rate set
 → percentage key
 → quick correction key
 → square root calculation
 → grand total
 → 150 steps check
 → correction function
 → +/- sign change
 → dual power
 → plastic keys

2210
158 x 120 x 35 mm, weight: 146 g

009301

009302

 → 12-digit display
 → double memory
 → percentage key
 → quick correction key
 → square root calculation
 → +/- sign change
 → dual power
 → plastic keys

2220
156 x 152 x 28 mm, weight: 175 g

110589

plastic paper cutter

letter openers

Lightweight and portable paper cutter, ideal for cutting: paper, photos, cardboard, EVA foam, 
cork, felt, burlap, leather. Equipped with a paper clamp that holds paper in place while cutting. 
Cutting lines every 5 mm. Cuts up to 7 sheets of paper. Ideal for home and office use.

007707

classic name card holder 0057 rotary name card holder

 → 200 double name card pockets
 → capacity for 400 name cards
 → pockets are easy to add or remove

 → open name card holder
 → made of transparent plastic

009112
009194

110758110757

Designed for safe letter opening.

 → with wooden handle
 → blade length: 165 mm

 → with plastic handle
 → total length: 195 mm

calculators

60

10

40

20
40

10

12

200

24

1

400

50

200

50
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cutting knife 2034 precise

 → blade guided in a metal frame
 → automatic blade blockade
 → ergonomic fracture-resistant body

2065

2085

2055

2045
2535

2075 → fracture-resistant body
 → mechanical blockade

 → ideal for tinkering, bookbinding and artistic works
 → strong metal body
 → equipped with a clip enabling carrying the knife like a pen
 → blade guided in a metal frame
 → blade with 300 angle point, thickness 0,6 cm
 → blade size 70 x 9 mm

metal cutting knives

cutting knife 2048

cutting knife 2047

snap-off spare blades

strong cutting knives

standard cutting knives

cutting knife 2046

 → blade guided in a metal frame
 → automatic blade blockade
 → ergonomic fracture-resistant body
 → rubber grip
 → spare blade inside
 → blade size 100 x 18 mm

 → strong metal body, blade guided in a metal frame
 → automatic blade blockade
 → ergonomic fracture-resistant body

Index Packing Blade size Comments

007295 10/200 100 x 18 mm 10 pcs, for big cutting knives, tungsten
tool steel

007212 10/400 100 x 18 mm 10 pcs, blades for large knives

007213 10/600 100 x 9 mm 10 pcs, blades for small knives

009782 36/432 70 x 9 mm 8 pcs, for cutting knife 2034

 → extremely hard and sharp blade, made of tun-
gsten tool steel (SK2H)

 → blade guided in a metal frame
 → automatic blade blockade
 → ergonomic fracture-resistant body
 → rubber grip
 → blade size 100 x 18 mm

 → hard and sharp blade, made of carbon steel 
(SK4)

 → blade guided in a metal frame
 → automatic blade blockade
 → ergonomic fracture-resistant body
 → rubber ribbed grip
 → blade size 100 x 18 mm

unique blade made of tungsten tool steel (SK2H)!

anti-slip, ribbed grip!

007229

007296

009701

007227 blade size 100 x 9 mm

009365 blade size 100 x 18 mm
110199 blade size 100 x 9 mm

007208 blade size 100 x 18 mm   

007209 blade size 100 x 9 mm   

007219 blade size 100 x 18 mm   

007294

576

24

600

60

300

30

250

25

288

36

144

12

120

10

144

12

400

40

250

25

47
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color office set 1410

110082  dark blue
110083  lime green
110081  blue
110084  pearl
110077  pink
110161  black

 → office accessories made of metal mesh 
coated with colorful paint

 → in set: stapler + punch + selected office 
accessories

mesh office accessories black

110784 black
110785 silver

009151110447110445

110446110444
110443 black
110779 silver110449

007615

009149 007245

110448

name card holder

dimensions: 62 x 103 x 55 mm

desktop organizer 9 com-
partments

dimensions: 110 x 225 x 107 mm

mesh pen stand square

dimensions: 80 x 80 x 100 mm

mesh magazine holder

dimensions: 73 x 250 x 316 mm

mesh magazine holder 
8 compartments

dimensions: 288 x 310 x 288 mm

letter shelf

dimensions: 120 x 125 x 125 mm

mesh magazine holder 
5 compartments

dimensions: 110 x 315 x 435 mm

memo holder

dimensions: 95 x 95 x 80 mm

mesh wastebin 18 l 
square

dimensions: 270 x 270 x 310 mm

mesh wastebin 19 l

dimensions: 295 x 240 x 343 mm

iron book-end a’2

dimensions: wys. 192 mm

desktop organizer 4 com-

partments

dimensions: 103 x154 x 103 mm

300

1

96

12

36

18

24

6
12 1264

72 72

20

48

48
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110063 007613009984009985009983 009982

009987

versatile pen stand

009989 009986

009988 009150 110485

mesh 3-tier  
document tray

mesh wastebin 12 l

009996

110065

009998

009997

009995

007610 110486

009992 009994 009991 110062 009993 007616 110482

 → dimensions: 266 x 218 x 280 mm

stapler 520 – page 38

punch 420 – page 43

 → dimensions: Ø 91,  
height.  98 mm

110484

110064

 → dimensions: 205 x 103 x 98 mm

mesh pen stand

 → dimensions: 350 x 297 x 275 mm

96

12

48

6

12

20

49
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pen holder 0100 strong

pen holder hedgehog

pen holder 0080

pen holder

vertical pen holder

pen holder 0060

 → elegant pen holder
 → thickness: 4 mm
 → 4 compartments for writing instruments
 → 1 compartment for memo notes
 → 1 compartment for name cards
 → dimensions: 155 x 105 x 100 mm

 → made of crack-resistant PS
 → 1 compartment for memo notes (about 320 sheets in set)
 → 1 compartment (hedgehog) for writing instruments
 → 1 compartment for writing instruments or a ruler
 → 4 compartments for small office accessories
 → 1 compartment for larger office accessories
 → dimensions: 230 x 170 x 52 mm

 → useful classic pen holder
 → transparent, thickness: 4 mm
 → 4 compartments for writing instruments
 → 1 compartment for memo notes
 → 1 compartment for name cards
 → dimensions: 155 x 105 x 97 mm

 → cylinder-shaped
 → 2 compartments for pens
 → 5 compartments for acces-

sories

 → designed for writing intruments
 → made of transparent white PP
 → dimensions: 72 x 72 x 100 mm

 → made of transparent PP
 → 3 compartments for writing instruments 
 → 1 compartment for small office accessories
 → dimensions: 202 x 50 x 90 mm

110815

110813 white
110814 smoked

009109

007204 transparent smoked
110157 gray

110819 clear
110820 transparent  
 smoked

009626

50

80

90

90

30

50

50
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automatic numbering  
machines

oil-based 
stamp pad ink

pigment stamp 
pad ink

self-inking  
date stamps

 → automatic numbering machines in a solid 
steel body, with an ergonomic handle

 → equipped with a transport blockade
 → font size: 4.5 mm
 → two pads and Ink bottle in every set
 → repeat mode:

 790027: 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 12
 790029: 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 12

 → possibility of lowering the rings (free space 
option)

 → 790027 6 digits metal casing with  
plastic elements

 → 790029 8 digits metal casing

790027 6 digits  

790029 8 digits  

Oil-ink for stamps with a metal stamping plate. Available in 
a 30 ml bottle, with a special tip facilitating ink application 
on the stamps.

Pigment based ink of intensive non-fading color. Applica-
ble on rubber or polymer stamps. Waterproof after drying. 
25 ml bottle with a special tip to facilitate saturation of 
pads. Available in four colors.

 → new ergonomic design
 → black ink
 → height of digits: 4 mm

S510
009976

format: dd.mm.yyyyformat: yyyy.mm.dd

S400
007523

007526 stamp pad

009492  black
009489  red
009490  blue
009491  green
009627  violet

105351  black
105352  red
105353  blue
105354  green

stamp pad no. 2

glycerin fingertip moistener

stamp pad ink

 → saturated with ink or dry
 → metal body
 → size 110 x 70 mm (int.), 123 x 85 mm 

(ext.)

105316  black
105317  red
105318  violet
105319  blue
105320  green
105321  dry

Water based ink applicable on rubber or polymer stamps. 
Waterproof after drying. 30 ml bottle with a special tip to 
facilitate saturation of pads. Available in five colors.

105301  black
105302  red
105303  violet
105304  blue
105305  green

water fingertip moistener

 → to count money or browse through docu-
ments

 → does not leave grease stains

 → inner diameter: 55 mm

00720620 ml
009298

10 ml
110490
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push pins for cork boards

plastic key tags paper clip box vertical

metal accessories

metal paper clips

binder clips

metal thumbtacks 
pack. 100 pcs
007138

metal paper clips 
pack. 100 pcs
007135

 → black color
 → galvanized

Index Size Packing

360052 15 mm, pack. 12 szt. 12/360

360053 19 mm, pack. 12 szt. 12/300

360054 25 mm, pack. 12 szt. 12/240

360055 32 mm, pack. 12 szt. 12/120

360056 41 mm, pack. 12 szt. 1/120

360057 51 mm, pack. 12 szt. 1/60

009765 25 mm, pack. 48 szt. 1/48

color paper clips
pack. 100 pcs
007129

pins
pack. 50 pcs
007136

color push pins for cork boardscolor push pins for cork boards
pack. 35 pcs
007137

 → plastic key tags in various colors
 → paper insert protected by a clear plastic cover
 → pack. 10 pcs

009023  white
009021  red
009022  blue
009024  green
009025  yellow
009605  black

Index Size Packing

007119 25 mm, pack. 100 szt. 10/500

007118 28 mm, pack. 100 szt. 10/500

007121 33 mm, pack. 100 szt. 10/500

110570 50 mm, pack. 100 szt. 10/100

 → magnetic
 → holds up to 100 pieces of paper clips R28

007211 

009765 colored

009434 
pack. 100 pcs

110383
pack. 50 pcs

Color push pins for cork boards in a  plastic 
container.
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cable clips

 → multi-purpose self-adhesive cable clips 
for keeping the cords organized

 → suitable for any cords including char-
ger cords, smartphone cords, etc. 

 → can be used also as a holder for vario-
us office accessories

 → made of eco-friendly silicon
 → 6 pcs in set

110579 black
110580 white

 → flexible and durable rubber bands in various colors
 → used for temporary joining of loose objects, strapping cables, closing boxes 

and correspondence, etc
 → packed in 100 g or 1 kg bags

Index Cross-section 
(mm)

Lay-flat length 
(mm) Color

100 g 1 kg

110826 110716 1,5 x 1,5 40 assorted colors

110827 110720 1,5 x 1,5 60 assorted colors

110828 110719 1,5 x 1,5 80 red

110829 110717 1,5 x 3  100 red

110830 110718 1,5 x 3 80 red

110831 110729 cross band green

rubber bands

needles for sewing 

 → suitable for sewing documents
 → available in 4 lengths  → length: 250 m

 → diameter of the jute twine: 
1,2 mm

110600 

 → length: 250 m
 → weight: 0,5 kg

110727

jute twine → jute twine in spool
 → suitable for decoration, packa-

ging, gardening, etc.

110687 –  100 mm
110686 –  125 mm
110693 –  150 mm
110688 –  175 mm

cable management box

 → ideal for storing and managing cords, prevents cables from 
tangling 

 → protects cables from moisture and mechanical damage 
 → made of white PP
 → dimensions: 270 x 75 x 75 mm

110817
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69, 70

sharpener with hand crank

plastic sharpenermetal sharpeners

plastic erasers double color eraser

 → double color eraser for pencil and pen

009156

 → special cylinder blades prevent pencil lead from 
breaking

 → modern design

 → aluminum body
 → hardened metal blade

SCHOOL SHARPENERS AND RULERS

007201 single

009153 double

007254 

aluminum rulers

plastic rulers with a holder

plastic rulers

159015159016

 → made of aluminum
 → 30 cm, 50 cm

 → made of clear plastic 

007131 20 cm 24/1200 pcs/pack.
007132 30 cm 30/1440 pcs/pack.
007134 50 cm 15/600 pcs/pack.

009889  30 cm
60/720 pcs/pack.

 → black
 → 20 cm, 30 cm

110260 20 cm
24/720

009890 50 cm
24/600 pcs/pack.

110261 30 cm
24/576

110635 20 cm
10/1200

110636 30 cm
10/720

 → made of plastic
 → holder enabling easy grip
 → 20 cm and 30 cm

159016 56 x 23 x 12 mm 159015 43 x 18 x 12 mm 009541 

110673 – 20 cm, grip, 
silver, with non-slip bar
30/360

 → single plastic sharpener with round container

1440
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0,3 mm1200 m

gel pen 3006

gel pen 2603

retractable gel pen 806

103021  black
103022 red
103023 blue
103024 green

 → retractable refillable gel pen
 → pen refill with 0.5 mm writing ball and an active 

system of ink outflow
 → transparent barrel, rubber ergonomic grip
 → unbreakable metal clip
 → refill LE 028 or long-writing LE 035 (806A)
 → available also refills with other writing parameters

166001  black
166002  red
166003  blue
166004  green

806A 806M
166091  black
166092  red
166093  blue
166094  green

166036  black
166037  red
166038  blue
166039  green

806

 → ergonomic rubber grip
 → transparent body
 → refill LE 027 (fine line 0,3 mm)
 → available also refills with other writing parameters

102001  black
102002 red
102003 blue
102004 green

 → transparent body
 → ergonomic grip
 → refill LE 027 (fine line 0,3 mm)
 → available also refills with other writing parameters

 → length of writing line: 1300 m  → metal tip

gel pens L-138, L-140

L-138
009337  black
009338  red
009339  blue
009340  green

L-140
009635  black
009636  red
009637  blue
009638  green

Perfect gel pen in a polycarbonate barrel with a metal tip. Equipped with an ergonomic grip  
(L-140 rubber grip) and a ventilated cap. High quality refill ensures long and comfortable writing. 

 → metal tip
 → ergonomic grip
 → transparent body
 → refill: LE 038
 → available also refills with other writing 

parameters

metal tip
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1700 m 0,3 mm

erasable pen ERRATA

Pen with a useful eraser on a cap that enables you to erase the text. The erased text will appear again after being put into a freezer.
 → erasable ink
 → guarantees smooth writing
 → refill LE 036

009119  blue a’2

165010  black
165011  red
165012  blue
165013  green

Made in Japan

 → needle tip 0,5 mm
 → free ink roller system
 → visible ink level
 → cap with a metal clip

166031  black
166032  red
166033  blue
166034  green

 → function of spring-back refill
 → transparent barrel enables ink level control
 → refill LE 022102053  black

102054  red
102055  blue
102056  green

Free ink roller pen with a strong needle tip. Pigment, waterproof, jelly structure ink ensures significantly 
high efficiency and possibility of writing on difficult percolate surfaces. Stable ink feed, up to the last drop. 
Ceramic writing ball prevents scratching the paper. Tip 0.5 mm. Cap with a metal clip. Transparent barrel 
enables ink level control.

needle tip

roller-tip pen 2108

free-ink roller pen 2004

free-ink roller pen CFR-155NP

009330 refill
400
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TRIO

TRIO

2000 m

 → writing tip 1,0 mm
 → triangle-profiled body
 → rubbered body
 → blue ink
 → refill LE 058
 → display 24 pcs

110225

 → excellent for home, school and office
 → refill LE 015

101321  black
101322  red
101323  blue
101324  green

Unique retractable ballpoint pen with a thin writing 
tip. Equipped with a triangular ergonomic rubber 
grip. Length of writing line 2000 m. Available also
with a durable metal tip. Refill LE 047.

218016 black
218017 red
218018  blue
218019  green

 → retractable, uniquely designed ballpoint pen
 → ergonomic body, comfortable grip coated partly with rubber
 → refill LE 018

009035

218006 black
218007 red
218008  blue
218009  green

 → ballpoint pen with double retracting mechanism
 → refill LE 039

009577  black
009578  red
009579 blue

MR Click M [with a metal tip]MR Click

ballpoint pen 311

ballpoint pen 3003

TECHJOB ballpoint pen TB-204A

ballpoint pen 294

ballpoint pen Mr Click
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TRIO

retractable ballpoint pen 1304

retractable ballpoint pens RB-10, RB-7

ballpoint pen RECORD

 → transparent barrel in the color of ink
 → comfortable rubber coated grip
 → QUALITY provided by UCHIDA JAPAN
 → originally equipped with a refill LE 033 (RB-10) or LE 032 (RB-7), 

it is also
 → possible to use other metal or plastic refills (large container type)

RB-10
 → writing tip 1 mm
 → length of writing line 1200 m

RB-7
 → writing tip 0,7 mm
 → length of writing line 2000 m

 → comfortable rubber coated grip
 → ergonomic plastic barrel in the color of ink
 → originally equipped with refill LE 016, it is also possible to use 

other metal or plastic refills (large container type)
 → available also with a metal tip

1304
161008  black
161009  blue

1304MR [with a metal tip]
161041  black
161042  red
161043  blue
161044  green

110071  blue
110216  black
110234  red*
110235  green*

* on request

 → retractable
 → large metal refill
 → barrel available in several colors
 → possible to use other metal refills

204701  black
204703  blue
204702  red
204704  green

204741  black
204742  red
204743  blue
204744  green

 → ergonomic triangle-profiled body
 → innovative ink guarantees smooth writing
 → transparent barrel
 → cap in the color of ink
 → writing tip 1,0 mm

110429  black
110430  red
110431  blue

ballpoint pen HOT 1
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ballpoint pen AT-15desk ballpoint pen with a chain MT-10

refills for writing instruments

large volume pen refills

Ballpoint pen refills

LE 008 LE 015 LE 018 LE 034 LE 039 LE 047 LE 058 LE 059

black 007329 009195 009037 166055 009581 218010 – –

red 007330 009196 009038 166056 009582 218015 – –

blue 007331 009197 009039 166057 009583 218011 110254 110255

green 007332 009198 - 166058 009584 218020 – –

packing 100/10000 100/5000/10000 100/200/9600 100/1000 200/2000 10/4000 – –

application
980A,

9900

AT-15, 294, 

AT-04
TB-204A D.RECT 7 311 MR CLICK 3003 3033

009389

 → desk ballpoint pen with a metal chain
 → modern design
 → self-adhesive base
 → silver strong metal chain to keep the pen 

ready to work

 → adjustable angle of the 
pen tilt: 0° - 180°

 → self-adhesive base
 → with a spring
 → refill in blue color LE 015

metal refill plastic refill

LE 032 LE 033 LE 051 LE 052 LE 053

black 165061 204706 218021 218024 218027

red 165063 204707 218023 218025 218028

blue 165062 204708 218022 218026 218029

green 165069 204723 218030 - -

packing 100/2500 100/2500 1000 50/5000 1000

barrel plastikowa plastikowa metalowa metalowa metalowa

tip (mm) 0,7 1,0 0,7 0,8 1,0

writing line 2000 1200 6500 4500 3000

application all ballpoint pens with large container type refills

ink level

(mm / % length of refill)
76 mm / 77% 76 mm / 77% 74 mm / 75% 74 mm / 75% 74 mm / 75%
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110104

007511

Gel refills

LE 027 LE 028 LE 035 LE 036 LE 038 LE 030 LE 022

black 007409 007413 009251 009553 009341 166051 007389

red 007410 007414 009252 009554 009342 166052 007390

blue 007411 007415 009253 009330 009343 166053 007391

green 007412 007416 009254 - 009344 166054 009392

packing 24/240/2880 20/500/2000 20/500/2000 1/150 24/2400 200/2000 72/2880

application 3006, 2603 806 907, 806A ERRATA L-138, L-140 806, 906 2108

ballpoint pen AT-04
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TRIO

2000 m

SB-10
 → writing tip 1,0 mm
 → length of writing line 1300 m

204724  black
204725 red
204730 blue
204731 green

110169  black
110170  red
110171  blue
110172  green

 → ventilated cap with a clip
 → refill LE 008

 → triangle-profiled body
 → blue ink
 → refill LE 059
 → rubbered body
 → display 24 pcs

110226

SB-7
 → writing tip 0,7 mm
 → length of writing line 2000 m

204736  black
204737  red
204738  blue
204739  green

 → refill LE 008

009960  black
009961  red
009386  blue
009962  green

ballpoint pen 980

ballpoint pen 9900

ballpoint pen D.rect 7

ballpoint pens SB-10, SB-7

ballpoint pen 3033

Best-selling ballpoint pen available in 4 colors.
 → refill LE 034
 → available with a plastic or metal tip

D.RECT 7
166041 black
166042 red
166043 blue
166044 green

D.RECT 7 M [with a metal tip]
009753 black
009754 red
009755 blue
009756 green
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writing line S 0,4–0,5 mm
102061  black
102062  red
102063  blue
102064  green

writing line F 0,7 mm
102075  black
102076  red
102077  blue
102078  green

writing line M 1,0 mm
102071  black
102072  red
102073  blue
102074  green

 → fineliner with a long writing line
 → available in 4 basic colors or in sets of colors
 → ventilated caps in the color of ink
 → line width 0.4 mm

105231  black
105232  red
105233  blue
105234  green
105227  set of 4 colors
105228  set of 6 colors
105226  set of 10 colors

105241  black
105242  red
105243  blue
105244  green

 → available in 4 basic colors.

fineliner D407

fineliner D400

CD/DVD marker
 → permanent marker with waterproof and quick-drying ink
 → suitable for CD/DVD marking
 → perfect for writing on other surfaces: glass, plastic and foil
 → equipped with a plastic barrel and ventilated cap with a clip
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permanent marker 2150

whiteboard marker 3150

whiteboard marker 3160

permanent marker 2160

110454  black
110455  red
110456  blue
110457  green

 → permanent marker
 → waterproof, non-toxic
 → quick-dry ink
 → plastic barrel
 → cap with a short clip
 → without xylene or toluene

round tip 1–3 mm
101111  black
101112  red
101113  blue
101114  green
101115  set of 4 colors

chisel tip 1–5 mm
101121  black
101122  red
101123  blue
101124  green

 → permanent marker
 → waterproof, non-toxic and quick-drying ink
 → cap with a short clip
 → plastic barrel
 → without xylene or toluene
 → round tip 1–3 mm

110165  black
110166  red
110167  blue
110168  green

 → for dry whiteboards
 → alcohol based, quick-dry ink
 → without xylene and toluene

 → for dry whiteboards
 → alcohol based, quick-dry ink
 → without xylene and toluene

round tip 1–3 mm
101101  black
101102  red
101103  blue
101104  green
105106  set 4 markers + eraser
105108  set 4 markers

chisel tip 1–5 mm
101105  black
101106  red
101107  blue
101108  green
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paint markers

paint marker SP-101

liquid ink permanent marker ML-100

 → liquid ink marker
 → unique pump action button and free-flow ink delivery system to 

ensure consistent lines down to the last drop of ink
 → waterproof, non-toxic, quick-dry ink
 → round tip and chisel tip

round tip
009747  black
009748  red
009749  blue
009760  green

chisel tip
009940  black
009941  red
009942  blue
009943  green

DECOCOLOR XF

 → designed for industrial use
 → intensive, non-fading paint
 → aluminum barrel
 → acrylic tip
 → Japanese product

204101  white
204102  black
204103  red
204105  blue
204106  green
204113  gold
204107  yellow
204112  silver

204001  white
204002  black
204003  red
204005  blue
204006  green
204013  gold
204007  yellow
204009  orange
204010  violet
204012  silver

 → economic price paint marker
 → suitable for writing on all types of materials
 → aluminum barrel

 → designed for writing on all types of materials
 → intensive, non-fading paint
 → ventilated cap
 → strong aluminum barrel
 → acrylic tip
 → intensive non-fading oil-based paint
 → xylene and toluene free
 → Japanese product
 → NON ODOR

204021  white
204022  black
204026  red
204023  blue
204030  green
204032  yellow

206001  white
206002  black
206003  red
206004  blue
206005  green
206006  yellow
206008  gold
206009  silver

No. 728 
tip 2–4,5 mm

No. 221 
tip 1–3 mm

No. 320 
tip 2–4,5 mm

DECOCOLOR INDUSTRIAL 
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highlighter 1128

highlighter 1129

highlighter 1226

highlighter 1127

highlighter 1133 double-sided

101001  pink
101002  violet
101003  blue
101004  orange
101005  green
101006  yellow
101007  set of 4 colors
101008  set of 6 colors

110807  turquoise/powder pink PASTEL
110724  yellow/orange
110725  yellow/green

 → chisel tip 2-5 mm
 → barrel length 12 cm

 → double-sided highlighter with liquid ink
 → stable ink feed
 → transparent barrel for ink level control

 → chisel tip 2-5 mm
 → rubbered barrel

121021  orange
121022  pink
121023  green
121024  yellow
121025  violet
121026  blue

121001  violet
121002  blue
121003  pink
121004  orange
121005  green
121006  yellow

 → chisel tip 1-5 mm
 → barrel length 13,5 cm

121027  pink
121028  orange
121029  green
121030  yellow
121031  blue
121032  violet

 → chisel tip 2-5 mm
 → barrel length 12 cm
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TRIO

chalk marker

15 g

8 g

28 g

 → for writing on boards, glass and other similar surfaces
 → various tip sizes, 7 colors
 → very useful in pubs or restaurants for writing down menu of the day, making signs or drawings

Index Ink weight Color

157021 15 g white

157022 15 g orange

157023 15 g pink

157024 15 g green

157025 15 g yellow

157026 15 g red

157027 15 g blue

Index Ink weight Color

157041 28 g white

157042 28 g orange

157043 28 g pink

157044 28 g green

157045 28 g yellow

157046 28 g red

157047 28 g blue

Index Ink weight Color

157001 8 g white

157002 8 g orange

157003 8 g pink

157004 8 g green

157005 8 g yellow

157006 8 g red

157007 8 g blue

Special paint in paste for making highly visible marks on dirty, 
rough surfaces, such as concrete, rusty metal elements, wood 
and any other surfaces (rough, porous, dirty, etc.). Due to its 
construction (stick), marker is very resistant to mechanical 
damages.

to be applied on ‘difficult’ surfaces

204401  white
204402  black
204404  blue

JUMBO fibre-tip pens

009725

face crayons

009912

Triangular fibre-tip pens in JUMBO size. 
 → durable plastic case
 → 12 colors in set

Twistable face crayons, perfect for birthdays, 
carnival, sports events etc. 

 → 6 vivid colors in set

industrial paint marker 820
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TRIO

synthetic pencil with eraser HB

watercolor pencilscedar pencil 7305 HB with eraser

wooden pencil 7405 HB with eraser

wooden pencil 2B with eraser

plastic mechanical pencils

mechanical pencil ERGO

mechanical pencil TRIO

mechanical pencils

 → barrel made of durable plastic
 → equipped with metal clip, metal tip, metal lead sleeve, metal 

holders for the pencil lead
 → mechanical pencil 0.7 mm with an eraser
 → triangle-profiled body

110256

009161

110638

 → with eraser
 → rubber grip
 → 4 colors of the body

S-5
009928

S-7
110806

 → polygon-profiled body
 → barrel available in 3 shadows of silver
 → retractable needle tip

 → sharpened
 → unbreakable synthetic body

Elegant and durable pencils in a metal barrel. Equipped a with an 
eraser under a cap, metal holders for the pencil lead, chromium-
-plated tip, clip and a cap.

6490 [lead 0,5 mm]
110228

6491 [lead 0,7 mm]
110257

009544

 → mechanical pencil 0.5 mm with an eraser
 → barrel made of durable plastic with rubber grip
 → equipped with metal clip, metal tip, metal lead sleeve, metal holders for the pencil lead

 → sharpened
 → barrel coated with colorless lacquer maintains the 

natural color of the wood

009572

 → lead 0,5 mm

 → lead 0,7 mm

High quality, water-soluble, triangular watercolor pencils for drawing 
on dry or wet paper.
The set includes 48 pencils and a brush.

009231

 → sharpened

 → sharpened

009907
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education stamps set - numbers

education stamps set – letters

decoration stamps set

009560

Great educational activity for children. Enhances 
children’s artistic and emotional development.

 → set of 26 decoration stamps with various motives

First writing lesson for kids. Playing with letters introduces a child to
the concept of writing and reading.

 → set of 28 stamps with letters and punctuation marks

009559

Learn and play at the same time. Colorful numbers encourage children
to discover the world of mathematics.

 → set of 26 stamps with numbers and mathematical symbols

009585

FOR

A PRE-SCHOOLER

FOR

A PRE-SCHOOLER

FOR

A PRE-SCHOOLER
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TRIO

TRIO

face crayons

watercolor pencils

JUMBO fibre-tip pens

binder clips for school

Triangular fibre-tip pens in JUMBO size. Ergonomic sha-
pe fits perfectly into the hand of a child. Durable plastic 
case.

 → water-based ink, non-toxic
 → triangular-profiled body
 → 12 colors in set

High quality, water-soluble, triangular watercolor pencils for drawing on dry or wet paper. A line drawn on a paper can
be easily blurred with a wet brush or sponge. After coming into contact with water the colors can be mixed together
creating the same effect as a standard watercolor paints. The lead is exceptionally soft, yet durable and of high 
color. Easy
to sharpen. The set includes 48 pencils and a brush.

Twistable face crayons, perfect for birthdays, carnival, sports events etc. Easy 
to apply and wash off with water and soap. They are non-toxic and therefore 
safe for skin.

 → 6 vivid colors in set

009912

009907

painting aprons

paint cup

Plastic non-spill paint cup. Perfect
for school and home.

110629

110075 frog (5-7 years)
110076 strawberry (5-7 years)

 → the apron prevents clothes from getting dirty 
during play

 → with ribbed cuff
 → made from a light, soft and easy-to-wash fabric
 → long sleeves

 → school clips with interesting design
 → for organizing artwork, documents
 → made from high quality steel
 → high clamping force
 → available in 4 colors, size 25 mm
 → 48 clips in package

009765

009725
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fibre-tip pens, painting aprons



sharpeners with hand crank → safe and easy to use
 → available in various colors and shapes
 → special cylinder blades prevent the pencil from breaking

0518 panda
009815

0659 apple
009817

0732 cola
009892

0665 ship helm
009702

0519 rainbow
009694

Index Package

009694 12/72

009702 12/72

009817 12/72

009892 6/72

009815 8/72

007254 60 0629B  
007254 

school mini whiteboard → magnetic whiteboard
 → PCV frames
 → set includes: 2 magnets and 1 whiteboard pen (with eraser)
 → to use at home, office and school
 → size: 216 x 280 mm

009819

self-adhesive blackboard

double-sided board

 → dry-wipe board
 → sticks to all smooth surfaces
 → great alternative for traditional blackboards
 → size: 1000 x 600 mm, it can be cut into different shapes and sizes
 → to use at home, school, nursery, restaurant, office etc.
 → 3 pieces of chalk included

110073

 → double-sided whiteboard/blackboard
 → a hanging string and a marker included

110569

72

4

24

48

40
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magnifying glass flexible ruler set

ruler setruler set with compass

flexible rulers

 → ruler set: 15 cm straight ruler, 2 set squares, 180 degree 
protractor and a useful plastic zipper bag

 → ruler set: compass, 15 cm straight ruler, 2 set squares, 180 degree 
protractor and a useful plastic zipper bag

 → extremely flexible, won’t break under the weight of 
books in a backpack or while flexing

 → available sizes: 15 cm, 20 cm, 30 cm
 → 3 colors available: green, blue, pink

 → useful set of non-breakable rulers
 → 15 cm ruler, 13 cm 30°/60°/90° set square, 

45°/90° set square (with protractor)

6209
009571 – 30 cm
24/288 pcs/pack.

009619

009574 009573

6208
009570 – 20 cm
24/576 pcs/pack.6205

009629 – 15 cm
36/864 pcs/pack.

 → 75 mm in diameter
 → 2,5 x magnification

 → 65 mm in diameter
 → 3,5 x magnification
 → built-in LED light

9093
009766 9098

009807

288

24

288

24

288

24

96

12

96

12
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flexible rulers, ruler sets, magnifying glass



A 
anti-fatigue mat 16
archive boxes 14
archive clips 20

B 
backpacks 17
ballpoint pens 60
binder clips 52
binder clips for school 68
binding covers PVC 14
book end 48
bookmark sticky notes 25

C 
cable clips 53
cable management box 53
calculators 46
camouflage folder 17
camouflage roller 17
carbon copy paper 14
cardboard magazine file rack  12
carton sealer 35
cd markers 61
chair mats 27
chalk markers 65
clip box 52
clipboard with calculator 13
clipboards 13
coffee 2-3
colored copy paper 26
compressed gas 21
corkboards 19
correction tapes and pens 30-32

D 
date stamps 51
decoration and education stamps 67
desk mats 20
display books 13
display panel holders 15
display panels 15
dividers 11
document trays 22
double-sided board 69
drawing pads and construction paper 26

E 
envelope pockets 8
erasable pen errata 56
erasers 54
expanding file with dividers 6-7

F 
face crayon 68
file cabinets 22
fineliners  61
finertip moisteners 51
fitcut curve scissors 28
flipchart pads  26
flipchart stands 26
fibre-tip pens 68
folder with fastener  12
footrests 16
free-ink roller pen  56

G 
gel pens 55
glue tapes and glue sticks 33-34
highlighters 64

I 
ID pass 22
index sticky notes 25
index sticky notes fresh 23
industrial markers 65

J 
jute twine 53

K 
key tags 52
knives 47
knives spare blades 47

L 
label remover 21
laminating pouches 14
leaflet holders 22

leaflet stands 22
leather-grain binding covers 14
letter openers 46
letter shelf 48
lever arch files 10
liquid ink permanent markers 63
L-shape folder 8

M 
magazine file racks 11, 48
magnetic marker holders 19
magnets 18
magnifying glasses 70
mechanical pencils 66
memo holder 48
mesh 3-tier tray 48-49
mesh color office sets 48
mesh pen holder 48-49
mesh pen stands 49
mesh wastebins 48-49
microfiber cloths 21, 71
milti-purpose cleaner 21
monitor stands 16
multi-purpose wipes 21

N 
name card holders 46
needles for sewing  53
nitrile gloves 71
note cubes 24
note pads 26
numbering machines 51

O 
office scissors 29

P 
paint cup 68
paint markers 63
painting aprons 68
paper action files with fastener 9
paper clips 52
paper cutter 46
pen holders 48, 50
pencils 66
permanent markers 62
pins 52
plastic foam cleaner 21
power assist staplers 36-37
PP action files with fastener 11
punches 43-45

R 
reception ballpoint pens 59
refills 59
removale putty 34
retractable ballpoint pens 57-58
roller-tip pen  56
rubber bands 53
ruler sets 70
rulers 54
rulers, flexible 70

S 
school scissors 29
scissors 3d 28
self-adhesive blackboard 69
self-adhesive labels 26
self-adhesive magnetic frames 15
sharpeners  54
sharpeners with hand crank 54, 69
sheet protectors 10
signature book 13
sliding bars 14
soft report files 8
stamp pad 51
stamp pad ink 51
staple-free staplers 36
stapler removers 41
staplers 38-42
staples 42
stationery tapes 35
sticky cubes 24
sticky note cubes shapes 24
sticky note cube MAGIC 24

sticky notes 24
sticky notes and sticky index notes set 25
sticky notes lined 25
sticky notes shapes 23
sticky notes text 23
sticky notes zig-zag 24

T 
tape dispensers 35
tft/lcd cleaners 21
tft/lcd wipes 21
thumbtacks 52

W 
watercolor pencils 68
white action files 11
whiteboard cleaner 21
whiteboard erasers 18-19
whiteboard markers 18, 62
whiteboards 19

Z 
zero max folders 4-5
zipper bags 9
zipper pouches 9
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LEVIATAN-POLIGRAFIA Spółka z o. o.
Rudawka 88

43-300 Bielsko-Biała
Poland

tel./fax: +48 33 811 03 66, +48 33 822 94 50
biurowe@leviatan.pl

www.leviatan.pl


